Purchase Division
REQUEST FOR QUOTATION
GSTIN: 30AAATB2599R1ZC
Enquiry No: BPGC/DBT Builder/ Inquiry/2022-23 /004

Date: 26/10/2022

BITS PILANI K.K. BIRLA GOA CAMPUS invites quotations for the supply of below mentioned item.
Sr. No.
1.

Description of Items

Qty

Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC):

1

Fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) is a form of medium-pressure
chromatography that uses a pump to control the speed at which the mobile phase passes
through the stationary phase. Many different medium-pressure chromatography systems
have been developed. It should be noted that researchers often use the terms fast protein
liquid chromatography, FPLC, and medium-pressure chromatography interchangeably.

Terms and conditions:

1. Quotation must be valid for at least 90 days.
2. The GSTIN should invariably be mentioned in your offer.
3. Kindly attach a GST certificate and PAN card copy along with the quote.
4. Prices:
i. In case of multiple options of same product, bidders are requested to quote only one best option and not multiple
options.

ii. Payment terms: Within 30 days after the delivery and installation of the item at BITS Pilani K. K. Birla Goa Campus.
5. Delivery and installation should be made within 4 - 6 weeks of getting a confirmed order.
6. The suppliers shall provide the banking details along with their quote on their letterhead duly signed and stamped.
7. Quotations shall be submitted as below;
Quotation should contain all the technical details and specification of the product. It should contain price along with terms
and conditions, compliance certificates, proprietary certificates (if applicable), any other certificates/details etc. Quotation
should have file name as: inquiry_2022_vendorname.doc in word format.

8. For any clarification, you may kindly contact Prof. M. Srikanth (email: procurement@goa.bits-pilani.ac.in ) till
10/11/2022.

9. All quotations must reach to the Purchase Manager, BITS PILANI K.K. BIRLA GOA CAMPUS, 403 726 by 17.00 Hrs
on or before 10/11/2022.

Purchase Office

Birla Institute of Technology & Science, Pilani
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Zuarinagar 403726, Goa, India

Web: www.bits-goa.ac.in

Purchase Division
Annexure:
Specifications and Components: (Basic)
Compact Frame
2 pump modules, for generating a flow rate of 0.01–100 ml/min with high pressure threshold.Also
compatible with RPC columns.
Mixer module small includes an extension mixer barrel
Single-wavelength detector module – UV detection at 280 nm combined with conductivity monitor,
includes tubing and fittings and one 5 mm flow cell, pH detector.
System:

Sample inject valve (sample inject valve kit) for automated application of small sample volumes from
sample loops or large sample volumes using an optional sample pump
Integrated system touch screen or PC control with compatible software.
Software for instrument control, data collection, and data analysis
Documentation CD containing manuals for use
Buffer tray
Step and Linear gradient compatibility.

Fittings Kit

All necessary fitting kit with whole set of Ferrules and connectors for connecting different columns

Tubing

Tubing pkg of 1 1/16" OD x 0.020" ID x 30' high pressure tubing
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